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A b s t r a c t

She first power correction to the pion electromagnetic

forafactor is derived. A few asymptotic «are functions corres-

ponding to the different series of operators and matrix elements

of four-particle operators la pion hare been found. The large

scale of the first power correction 4pr- ~~ Ш

is the Momentum transfer indicates that at low energies the

whole series of power corrections seems to be taken into account.

Иютитут теоретической и мсперименталыю* фнанкн 108»



I. Introduction

The pion electromagnetic formfactor (f.f.,) attracts

attention of theorists in the last few years because it allows

one to obtain the rigorous QCD result which can be experiments1-
1—3

ly verified. After the pio&eer works J it became clear that
t z

the asymptotic QCD prediction ((?--^ ""•" ° ° where q=p'-p,

p and pr are initial and final state momenta, respect! vetLy,

contradicts the low energy experiment and radiation corrections

found in refs. *»' cannot remove this contradiction.

Some nays out of this situation were proposed* In a number

of works (see, e.g. ref. ) basing on the analysis of the low»

energy sum rules it was argued that the asymptotic regime starts

at inaccessibly high energies. In these works the model descrip-

tion of wave functions was* proposed and a reasonable agreement

with experiment was found* It seems, however, that the model

proposed is not completely grounded (see ref. } and therefore

other solutions of the problem cannot be excluded.

!Ehe situation whan hard re-scattering mechanism is not
8 4

principal at low energies was discussed in refs. * . It is

assumed in such an approach that the «tin role belongs to diag-

rams with no hard gluon exchange whose contribution can be

agreed with experimental data.

The third approach consists in assuming the important role

of power corrections «hich, in authors opinion ,are several

times larger than the <t ground term at dr*m^'i0 GeY2 . She plan

wave function Is this approach is assumed to be asymptotic what

is reasoned by mason consideration in relativi«tic quark model
8 11
* where wave function appears to be close to asymptotic at

several GeY2 energies.
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She power correction connected with the two-quark component

10
of the pion twist 3 wave function was calculated in ref. .

Basing on existence of the / -—— ] large factor it was concluded

\ my/
that just this correction is dominating.

However,the contribution of some corrections connected with

• the pion three-particle тюте function which was estimated in ref.

12 '

appeared to be comparable in the value with correction from

two-quark sector. So, of interest is the calculation of all power

corrections and estimates of their scales and this is the purpose
13

of the present paper. To logic of the paper is close to ref. .

To formulate the result let us introduce the definition of

formfactor which we will follow hereafter:

^ is electromagnetic current,"ts^"t^3tfov Q -~ \P~PJ

Bz(0 0*4.0,0)/ P-(f>*,O,OtO} in the frame chosen.

The asyn5>totic expression for F(Q ) at Q-*oo jjaS the form

(2)

Q
The calculations show that in each sectors (two-, three-, four-

particle)the scale of corrections is ДГ""г^ -Jjrj
 f
 where p

y^-10 CGeV ) and it can be expected that their sum is of the same

order.Unfortunately, we cannot present now the correct numerical

result for the correction which is due to existence of divergen-

ces when integration with wave functions is performed.

The paper le arranged as follows. In Section 2 the operator

expansion (OPE) appropriate for analysing possible power correct-
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ions is discussed. In Sec.3 the corrections in two-quark sector

are discussed and mixing of different type operators is discussed.

The corrections originated from|&&£> and|a,0,£S> configu-

rations in the pion were found in Sec*4. The results of the work

are briefly discussed in the last Section*

2. Operator Expansion

In what follows we will suppose that the main contribution

to formfactor results from the diagram with hard scattering in

Pig. 1. The photon interaction is denoted by cross. The Heisen_

berg operators fy • tf correspond to external quark legs. All

the lines in the diagram are assumed to be in external gluon

field. We consider the situation when initial and final states

are the pion ones.

The expression for the diagram can be written as

where T is the hard block which includes the propagators with

large virtual!ties while small Pourier-components are essential

in т .The next step consists in that after extracting from

the hard block the external field stemming from the propagator

expansion, we introduce vacuum intermediate state, fixing there-

by the method of obtaining the hard block. The dominance of va-

cuum intermediate state which is valid on the tree level when

the pion is built of free quarks, is a natural hypothesis for

the real pion. Notice that in ***•
 jrpee

 Ф*ы* standard calculat-

ion when quark- matrix elements of the operators are then repla-

ced by the real pion matrix elements, the possibility of vacuum
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dominance Is implied.

when taking into account radi tion corrections the question

arises on the validity of factorization of email and large distan-

ces and on introducing the normalization point. For the free quark

case factorization has been checked at one-loop level for the

leading power term (see, e.g. f*t4, ) but we will suppose that

it is valid also for the real physical states in the power correct
9

ion calculations. We will choose the normalization point to Ъе Л*
2

of order Q in order that all the r-enormalization group correction

would correspond to wave function.

Thus, after applying apinor index Fiers transformation we

get the following OPS

where Q
t )
Ctn

 a r e 8 O j a e
 nonlocal operators containing quark and

gluon fields and «fun.
 e r e

 coefficient functions. Is normal!zat

ion point of nonlocal operators we imply the normalization point

of the operators resulting from expansion of these operators in

the nonlocal ones. Nonlocal operators will be the corresponding

wave functions In coordinate representation.

the following remark should be done here. In the framework

of the diagram tackniquethere may be the graphs depicted In Pig..'

where dote denote the external classical gluon field. In such a

diagraa the classical gluon is radiated fro» small distances by

a quark contained In Initial etate and faterwards this gluon

«ntere the final state. In this case the way of deriving*OPE (зд

la erroneous. However, in the following we will use for external

field the fixed point gauge which allows us to avoid the dlfficu
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iy.Xhe diagram in £Lg.2 arises in the Heisenberg operator expan-

sionVTtn the fixed point gauge the oovariant derivative in this

expansion can be replaced by the usual one which allows one not

to consider such a diagram.

When calculating the main asymptotics it is sufficient to

use free propagators in Pig. 1 and retain only axial projector in

the Fierz transformation. In this case the operatorsin (3) are

axial currents whose matrix elements are of the for»

where dots stand for nonleading twists. The ware function

can be easily obtained at /V -*• Oo . Hereafter we do not

explictly write in matrix elements the ieotopic factor y%»

and the gauge exponente*p{tj !L^£)flr6j where &** is gluoinc

field. It is worth noting that in the leading twist calculations

the hard block is automatically gauge invariant with a desired

accuracy.

Let us find now all operators in OPE for<?T(p') /v[tf ̂ ( p ) ^

which lead to the first power correction for formfector. In the

case of local operators when only one vector Pu may enter

the matrix element of this operator, its contribution is deter-

mined by twist. If now the operator is nonlocal, then, as can be

safely seen, its contribution is defined by the number m»*/**-©

where я is the operator dimension, ft. is the power

of the coordinate in the expression for its matrix element, "O

is the momentum power in this expression. Of course, ж charac-

terizes the twist of local operators resulting from expansion of

nonlocal ones» but ш-classification of such operators seems to
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us «юге convenient.

The matrix element of two-particle operators with

have the following form

Dots in formulae (5) and (7) stand for the tense with m>Q

Ihe origin of three functions j^ {*-
в
42>Ъ) can be

easily understood if we consider the matrix element arising in

expansion of the r.h.s, of eq.(5a) in series in X :

< о f

JPtffictione j^l correspond to three tensor structures in (6)

wbile at increasing the number of derivatives in the operators

the rest derivatives { ZXc- » J ^ * / transform into

•omenta.

The operators mentioned above define the correction in the

two-quark sector. Dote, however, that besides the terms in OPE

which correspond to the operators mm £ & rn*tf> /w«3 ® Я 1 = 3

one should take into account two types of corrections.

First, taking into account of the mass in the hard block results

in the interference m*2 & rr>*3 with no mess suppression.
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second, the kinematic correction to the hard block *w

give the power correction from the operators rn-mH ® m = *2.

There are also operators with gluon field giving a nontri-

vial contribution

(

Let us make some remarks on the operators (5) and (7). then cal-

culating coefficient functions of importance are the components

of the operators '̂ JiJfc-GL.j £g_ т , therefore we consider only

the symmetric structure constant S(/(3/*~ ct .In operators

(7) the definition includes the coupling constant A .

All wave functions (except for %% ) are normalized by the

same condition*; uperators (5c) and (7a) vanish in the local

limit by G-parity that is why they are proportional to coordinate.

Some of the constants in operators (5),(7), namely.' A
t
& ^

Cp C
T
 " С Cm

 a r e
 related to each other

by equations of motion. It will be also shown that to provide

the hard block invariance in the general сазе оае should consi-

der the corresponding ware functions in common.

Let us discuss now the renormalization problem. She opera-
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tors In OPfi are normalised on the scales *^ 4? and it

is necessary to follow their evolution up to hadron scales «here

we can get eoiae information about their matrix elements.

Besides the logarithmic dependence on the normalization

point, the terms ~rj may appear in loops, Following the
14 "

logic of ref. we suppose that such terns reduce in the sum*

The» power corrections of the type ^ S ^
y
 arising in

loops are neglected because of their numerical smallness.

Two types of mixing are possible at evolution. First, the

mixing of operators from one series differing by the number of

the derivative contained which arise in expansion of nonlocal

operators In (5),(7)* Second different series of operators with

the same twist can also mix.

When taking into account the first type miTJv)g
t
 the opera-

tors which are conformal group representations (see ref. ' )

and which are featured by a definite value of conformal momentum

П. «are jnutiplicatively renormaiized. Jnomaxua dimensions of

the operators with different n increase with n increasing,

therefore at Q-+C& the operator with minimum n is of the

nost importance. The wave function corresponding to this opera-

tor at Q •"*" °° can be fouodwhen exploiting the method

proposed in ref. •

However, in the leading logarithmic approximation the mix-

ing of different type operatore with the ease twist is possible,

which waa the caa* for einglet operators in the leading twist

when queurk end gluon operators mixed. gut it ia of importance

that in euch a mixing only evolution of matrix elements of the

8«ri«e considered chengea «hil* the structure of asymptotic wave

functions reaeina untouched.
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In numerical estimates, considering the contribution of a

certain operator series, we will use the corresponding asymptotic

wave functions, i.e. it is supposed that low energy wave functions

are close to the asymptotic ones. For this reason, it is natural

when considering power correction to restrict ourselves to the

region of small 4r where the logarithmic factor is inessen-

tial and we neglect the evolution effects of matrix elements. In

whst follows we will лике use of the values of matrix elements

obtained with the sum rule method.

3. Corrections in Two-Quark Sector

When considering the power correction in two-quark sector

we leave free the propagators in Fig. 1 and in the Fierz expaa»

sion A,P,T terms. For example, for initial state we get

(t)

Analogous expansion is also valid for final state.

The requirement of gauge invariance for the hard block

imposes some relationships on the functions Уг
л
Ур ' VJj

4

For this requirement to be satisfied, it is necessary for th-з

Dirac equation for field т to be true. Pop twist 3 operators

this leads to the following equation ."
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from which we can easily get the connection '.Cp-gCr *

Ihe contribution of twist 3 operators into power correction

was obtained in refs. where the asymptotic wave function

in the pseudoscalar channel was derived. Let us discuss the way

of obtaining this result. In ref. the effective projector

which takes into account the current P,T contributions

was built to provide gauge invariance of the hard block. Ihis

projector keeps its form in LLA which made it possible to exami-

ne the evolution of operators in the Bethe-Salpeter equation

language in momentum representation. Solving this equation one

CZP)^J^ язе.can get the expression for % )

In 0РБ language we get the corrections of the type conside-

red in (9) as £>ь the operators from series T f e 23 r,

/ \***O
t
{. '•) .When operators evolve from

t

scales Q up to (soOMev) the operators from the first series

mix with those from the second one (but not vice versa), so it

is convenient to express the operators with / current via

the operators with P currentand to consider the evolution of

the latter. Por example, we have for the simplest operators

3

Kote that at re-expression of the operators with T current

the operators Q тбулУс-^ * a l s o a r i a e b u t *ЬеУ d o n o *

give a contribution into pion because of G-parity.

He-expanding now the effective series of the operators
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with P current in the Legendre polynomials system which

is multiplicatively renormalized in LLA we can get the coeffici-

ent in front of the zero Legendre polynomial "^JfS *** which

is the main at Q —+ Q° . Thus obtained coefficient

4O

in front of this operator coincides with the result of refs.

Note also that no one of the twist 3 operators with gluon field

mix with the operator "i^fs т • This is because of the

fact that the operators with gluon field having a definite con-

formal moment mix with the operators from the P series

with the same moment. The operator ^^ujtrjpj'f т^

minimal conformal moment mixes only with the operator

where P,0&)
 i s

 *яе second Legendre polynomial. Finally, we get

the following result for the correction in view ,

j>
pp ft

|^i^ (£***) , Л =

Let us calculate now the contribution of the other two-

quark operators corresponding to nonleading operators in (5a, }.

This contribution originates from effective account of transverse

degrees of freedom in the pion. In general case we mu3t consider
(in commonj
VtJae series of the operators corresponding to wave functions

-&2 г ̂ АЪ *° P
r o v i d e

 *
a e
 ga^g* invariance. Рог example, we

can re-express the operators from the first series through the

operators from Ijjj • But the direct calculation of the diag-

rams shows that the contribution of the function Jto (эср)

which corresponds to the series i-ИиУуА *)- т (see

. . ) vanishes and we can consider the second series operators

separately.

to find the contribution of function
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one should recognize to which opera tore it corresponds. T© this

end, differentiate (5a) over Х
Хи
 at *,«0 . The resultant
r

expression is

A

< 0fФ()

She asymptotoc wave function..can be found using the method pro-

posed in ref. , The calculations lead to the following result

After integrating over dimensional variables the expression

for forafacto? can be represented in the fora

are the initial (final) parton variables, \f (

f

is the wave function of initial (final) pion state, and

stands for I t\4*.$i<- Z
 x
i) (#*&.3j fy . laen integrat-

ing over variables X Irf- in a number of cases logarithmic

integrals X""J J£ arise. Such divergences were

analysed in xef. «here it wee shown that the integral cut-

off steeed from account of the double-logarithmic corrections

te th« bard block, fiiese corrections ««re explicitly calculated

by the authors of theae works for the ease of P * P

interference. In this work we did not oaloulate the double-loga-

rltbmdLc eorreetions and in the oases when such integrals arise

for estimate J s № . The result for the correct-
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ion originating from %ъС*р) , is of the form

She constant £.3 which can be connected with

by equations of motion appears to be equal to fe ¥0

(see ref.il). Substituting the values C- VR* into (15)

we have

3he hard block corrections for operators W t

are proportional to "2.>r and, as can be easily seen,

lead only to logarithmic integrals. Tor these reasons we will

neglect them in the following. When calculating the interference

of operators я* я 3 © "
l e

i the logarithmic divergence

arises but comparing with P*P interference this term has a

relative smallness and we will not take it into account.

4. Corrections in the Quark—Gluon Sector

Let us now calculate the corrections due to operators with

the valence gluon field. Following ЭДе method elaborated in ref.

we divide a gluon field into classical and quantum parts

Л , » (L, •+ rL . He-writing Q3D lagrangian in terms

of fields we obtain the following quantum field quadratic terms:
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where Ц, ~J«<]»~iJ 4* .*<*»-*
 G
/»>

in the firat factor and Д??-/£ t °~ in the second.

Discuss now the gauge conditions on the fields *y< t Qyu .
s>ot /~ a. '

To have a simple connection *fv with 4»,*. it is

convenient to introduce the fixed point gauge for external field.

Making use of the remained gauge freedom for the field A*r

we choose the background gauge 2УцАш -0 • Hereafter we shall

perform all calculations in these gauges but the final results

is, of course, independent of them.

Formulae for gluon and quark propagators in external field

can be easily found from (4?) . In these formulae gluon

fields are expressed through Им according to the fixed point

gauge relationship JT^P
6
-) -JvLeLU (k»

v
(mioe} , In a some-

what conditional form the gluon propagator takes the form:

Pour terms of expression correspond to the diagrams depicted in

Pig.3. The expression should be understood as follows. The

strength tensor of external gluon field which interacts with the

quantum field at the pointX(4) enters afterwards the wave funct

ion and the term & where К is the momentum of the

gluon, corresponds to it.Momenta in А, л, are fixed after coor-

dinate integration in the diagrams taking into account the

mentioned coordinate dependence of the field strength.

Analogously we obtain the expression for the quark propaga-

f
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Three terms (i9) correspond to the diagrams shown in Pig.4.

Emphasize that the external field is not considered to be constant

unlike the usual situation when only a few first terms from (4&)
t

( 49 ) are needed, we must sum all the terms of the same twist of

the type (Au) Cx in propagators. Hote that momenta о, _, А

are parameter e£ -dependent and thus they are to be integrated

over. The terms not written in ( 48 ),( i3 ) lead to operators

not giving a contribution to the first pov/er correction.

Prior to direct calculations of the diagrams, let us make

1 2

the following remark. In ref. the nave functions for the ope-

rators with gluon field were calculated over states with free

quarks ard gluons and the relationship JLn with. Guy/

for free gluons was supposed. This was possible when components

Q_x worked but in general сазе the free gluon calculation

of wave functions, as calculation shows, leado to erroneous re-

sults.

In this connection note that free quark calculation also

appears to be possible because of that the n c " teal matrix element

of the Heisenberg quark fields in the asymptotics can be model-

led by free quarks:

where P is some Dirac structure.

She fixed point gauge calculation demands fixation of the

origin by virtue translation invariance violation by the gauge

condition. We will follow the choice of the origin mentioned in

Pig.1. Below we calculate only the diagrams which give a non-

trivial contribution into correction while a great number ("
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of diagrams vanishing for some reason are not considered»

The nonvanishing contribution into the f i r s t correcti>.a is

giv<?n by the operator interference(iTtt)®(7<)/*A4® V*}' (

,e) • L e t u s s tar t with the interference)
9 " 9 ̂

Ti ® 71 « The diagrams contributing to this interference

are shown in Pig.5. They give the following result for p
r r

Integrating in ( S.i ) with asymptotic wave functions Sf (oc) s

^
 a n d

 substituting the found with sum rule method the value

D -- 3 /0 Ge</ (s
ee r e

f.
 1 2
 ) we get

Substituting ."or estimate J*/^ we have

/Vr

Ihe results of the calculation of the diagrams contributing to

the interference Az<&V**nxt 7^ ф f* which are ahoim in

Figa.6 a»d 7, respectively, are:
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After integrating with asymptotic wave functions and substituting

numerical values of the constants(!f
3v
 (x) = 4Z0*<Х

г
Х- С''-

s
-0,2.&t#чвее ref. ' у we have

The following remark should be done. In general case to satisfy

the gauge invariance we are to consider the series of operators

originating from l7e-) and (?£) in common» The operators (?л)

should be afterwards expressed via the operators of the second

series, i.e. the situation is analogous to J ° ® 7 mixing. But In

our case the direct calculations show that the coefficient funct-

ions corresponding to the series of three-particle-operators

with the axial current vanish and thus these operators do not

contribute to the correction.

Let us consider in more detail the axial current interfe-

rence with four-portiefe operators. Che diagrams corresponding to

/> for
such interference are shown in Fig.8. Denote the values
let and octet operators as p ^ , РАД » respectively, The values

of these parameters obtained in the diagram calculations are

(zs)
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Рог numerical estimates we should know the function

i f f *

and the values of constants B. The function Уу
А
 can be easily

16
found U3ing the method of ref. . ?o

the polarization operator of the form

16
found U3ing the method of ref. . ?or this we should consider

д
г
=о.

Saturating the apectral density of thia correlator by the

states with the pion quantum number, we can get the /"L depen-

dence of the wave function moments. The simple calculation of

the diagram Fig.9 leads to

It corresponds to the normalized asymptotic «eve function

Let us find now the constant £>s which defines the scale

of the correction from the four-fortStfe operator» She simplest way

is to investigate the nondiagonal correlator



Л ty*)= i <o|T

The coefficient in front of the unit operator in OPE for the

current product in ̂ 33^ is determined by the three-loop diagram

whose contribution is suppressed by phase factors. The corrections

from operators of dimension 4-<G*>, as can be easily understood,

are also determined by three-loop graphs, therefore in sum rule

in the chiral limit of importance will be operator < £#.> •

The one-loop diagram giviAg a nonvanished contribution into

coefficient function of this operator is shown in Pig.10. is

shown by the calculations, other possible diagrams in Pig.11

vanish.

The sua rule for constant о after borelization is of

the fox»

г?

where '" is the Borel parameter. We take for estimate M-

and "standard" value of condensate <£o^(pQ,) >«•/. g •fol&t*/ ) •

Substituting these values into (ЪЧ) we obtain the result for

a constant 8 , normalized on the scales **• У (re*'

8
S
г- 40~

Z
Gt*

Z
 (35~)

Talcing into account the change of the colour factor in the

diagram Pig.10 we have
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Another nay to derive these constants is to consider the

diagonal sum rules* The contribution of the unit operator for

this sum rule is determined by the diagram in Pig.9» The power

corrections in this case ere also determined by the three-loop

diagrams, so the free-loop estimate is justified. We consider

the accuracy of formulae ( 3 V ) , ( 3 S ~ ) to be not worse than

5055. Substituting ( 3 V ),( 3 5") into ( Z9 ) and ( Z9 } we

have

Summarizing the consideration of many-body operator contribution

it may be concluded that they lead to a correction *v •—-4r-

and at small Q significantly exceed the

as;r~!ptotic term.

5. Corolusion

Thus, the analysis of the power corrections shows that

most probably their common effect is of order pT- **• >^ ' #

considerably exceeds the experimental data at small energies .

There is un uncertainty in this estimate due to the presence of

divergent integrals but the possibility of reducing different

contributions which change the common effect by an order, seems

to be rather unnatural.

The absence of numerical suppression of the first power
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power correction Is an argument in the favour of that even

higher power corrections can be important at small energies.

Such corrections may arise when accounting for the next terms of

expansion is % in the r.h.s. of ( 5 * ),, ( 7 ) a possible

interaction with vacuum condensates < ^ A > <" 3 ^

and also due to new types of the operators, e.g. five-particle.

Let us emphasize that the smaliness of many-particle matrix

elements is compensated by a large normalization factor in wave

function. Thue, there are some doubts whether it is possible to

obtain an exact 9Л) result comparable with &>w energy experiment.

It is also of a great interest to find all the low energy

wave functions considered in the problem,Such wave function

can be tried to find using the sum rule method.

I am indebted to lf.V.Ter&atyev, who proposed this problem,

for useful discussions and to V,H.Belyaev and Ya.I.Kogan for

remarks as to sum rule method.
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